Introducing

ARGONNE 2002
A New and Unique Taste
In Champagne
“A 3/4th Pinot Noir, 1/4th Chardonnay barrel aged cuvee that is
the way I think Krug SHOULD taste… This is pedal to the metal,
balls to the walls full bodied, nutty, rich and decadent Champagne,
and as rich as wines from this region can be—Grand Cru white
Burgundy with bubbles might be a better analogy.”

Robert Parker on

the Bul-

letin Board

02-23-2013, 03:02 PM

On June 18, 2012, a truly outstanding wine was tasted and released in Aÿ at the occasion of the Still Wines
Tasting (Dégustation des Vins Clairs) of the House of Henri Giraud. Close to three hundred oenologists and
wine professionals from all over the world had gathered to experience a unique tasting experience: the
traceability of French Merrain oak staves.
Only two pioneers have undertaken this extraordinary work: the great Latour in Pauillac with the oaks of the
forest of Tronçais and Giraud in Aÿ with the oaks of the forest of Argonne. The experience revealed the
amazing potential of wines made with this superior craftsmanship and the best proof was the intense pleasure
reflected in the eyes of the tasters…
I have some fifty years of experience in tasting great wines but I have never tasted Champagne like this in my
entire life! Claude Giraud himself, without any bragging or false humility, states that he has never made or
tasted Champagne similar to the Argonne 2002.

ARGONNE 2002
The difference of a cuvee like ARGONNE 2002 stands in its continuous craftsmanship, its tailor-made
house spirit, style and signature, its care and attention to detail and anchor in natural modernity !
The House of Giraud is and wishes to remain the heir and legatee of this highly creative skill.
The ARGONNE cuvee 2002 is the greatest wine, the greatest Champagne that we have ever created.
Like with great music, one must find the right tempo, the right harmonics… What you take pleasure to listen
to or taste again and again… Everything is a matter of resonance, resonance of the soil, resonance of the
juices, resonance of taste and pleasure.
How can one understand the salinity of this champagne, unquestionable
maker’s mark of great wines, unique stamp of the Henri Giraud style, if one
does not perceive its original complexity?
The Eye: A Glowing Robe of radiant gold enriched with a shimmering hue
of light lemon.
The Nose: Intense aroma of apple, stewed fruit, toasted brioche and creamy
nuts followed by notes of truffle and honey with a touch of minerals. An
incredibly complex aroma blossoming into sheer perfection.
The Palate: Right from the first sip, you get a commanding startle; the
amazing power of the wine comes through, full and rich. The balanced
tension of iodine, salinity and pure honey is absolutely amazing. The rich
acidity sustains the balance of the wine and gives it a profound structure.
Presentation: Now legendary black flask - The two dots on the G of
Argonne stand to remind us that Aÿ Grand Cru is its cradle and the forest of
ARGONNE is its showcase.
This Cuvee is likely to become the most creative and innovative Champagne
the Market has ever produced.

Cuvée Fût de Chêne 2000
A complex and intense Cuvee fermented and aged in the great oaks of Argonne.
An absolutely splendid and unique production in Champagne.

Rated # 1

Champagne of

the Great Houses in Rome in October 2012.

97 Points
Composition:
70% Pinot Noir, 30% Chardonnay picked on the best Terroir of Aÿ.
Decanted at cold temperature, made into wine and then aged for 12 to 15
months in oak barrels.

Eye:
The robe glows with radiant gold, enriched with a shade of lemon and a
shimmering hue.

Nose:
Intense aroma of stewed fruit, apricot, grilled almonds, all blended in a very
subtle bouquet. Followed by very fine notes of leather and minerals. An
incredibly complex aroma, close to absolute perfection.

Palate:
After the first gentle touch, you get a sudden startle: the sheer power of the
wine comes through, large, full and rich. A fabulous substance, fat and concentrated. The acidity sustains the wine all the way and gives it a deep
structure.

Pairing:
Foie-Gras, duck mousse, duck confit, magret, steak, grilled lamb, all white
meats, salmon, sea bass, all sauces: Bearnaise, Hollandaise, Tarragon. It is
hard to find a dish that will not match! Avoid only excessive spicing...

There is no great wine without a great forest! For hundreds
of years, the forest of Argonne has been the historical forest
of Champagne, used to make all the great wines in
Northern France.
In the 1950s, the forest fell into disuse because of the
general replacement of oak by stainless steel in Champagne.
In 1990, Claude Giraud started a rehabilitation program of
the forest of Argonne with the French Ministry of
agriculture.
Today, Henri Giraud is the only Champagne to use the
original oaks of Argonne for fermenting and ageing the
wines. He is also the only wine-maker in the world with
Latour in Pauillac to do the protocol of traceability of the
Merrain oaks.
The result is an extraordinary, stunning, and complex wine
which will improve with age as the ratings show and
steadily improve with age also...
The Giraut Oak — Forest of Argonne

Vintage 1995: 94 pts, Robert Parker. Vintage 1996: 95 pts, Vintage 1998: 93 pts
“Sheer richness and concentration. The Giraud Champagnes offer incredible intensity, class
and balance.”


Wine Advocate: Antonio Galloni, Dec 2009

Rating: 92 pts
“This wine is enriched by oak, which adds lovely richness to the flavours. Its tension and snap is unusual in the 2000 vintage, a vibrant acidity under the butterscotch flavours. Finely balanced and firm,
suited to age, or to serve with roast veal & chanterelles.”

- Wine & Spirits: Joshua Greene, Dec 2011

Code Noir - 100% Pinot Noir

Composition:
Great Pinot Noir grown and harvested in Aÿ, then raised in oak from
Champagne’s historic forest of Argonne.

Eye:
A luminous & delicate blonde color, crowned with creamy foam.

Nose:
A mature and fine nose of great complexity, with cooked pear and
cherry opening up to gourmet notes of yellow flowers, vanilla and
white pepper.

Palate:
This is warm, dense and winey, well balanced with lively effervescence
and freshness. The tender texture and mellow tannins added to the
crisp finish stir up a beautiful array of aromas.

Tasting & Serving:
CODE NOIR is beautifully nuanced and romantic, asserting its personality and always ready to seduce. Served at 48F, it is a refreshing
aperitif, while at 52F, it will enhance fine poultry, veal or fish with a
creamy sauce.
Rating: 93 pts
“Totally seductive, sexy wine blessed with extraordinary purity in its
layers of rich, expansive fruit. It overtakes the senses with a heady,
sensual expression of fruit. The bouquet is magnificent, but matched
pound for pound by the wine’s stunning fruit and long, polished close.
- Wine Advocate: Antonio Galloni, , Dec 2009

Hommage Ay Grand Cru
What The Pros Say...
ROBERT PARKER
Wine Advocate: Dec 2010
<< The medium-bodied non-vintage Francois Hémart Grand Cru Aÿ (floral, chalky, citrus oil and

.

peach blossom scents and flavors abound), is one of the finest non-vintage cuvees in the marketplace

93 Points
YVES CHAPIER
Master Sommelier: President of Sommeliers Champagne-Ardenne
<< This Champagne is not just for a celebration, it is also a wine to be drunk with a meal. All the senses are awakened...its
elegance and smoothness enhance all aspects throughout the meal. >>

ANDREAS LARSSON AND MARKUS DEL MONEGO
Two Best Sommeliers of the World’s taste under perfect blind tasting conditions
and class “Hommage” among the 10 of all best Grande Maison Champagnes!
ANDREAS LARSSON

MARKUS DEL MONEGO

Best Sommelier 2007

The first & only German to obtain
the title “Best Sommelier of the
World” in ‘98 & Master of Wine ‘03

<< Medium to deep golden colour. Traditional
style with notes of oxidation and oak, ripe with
a lot of Pinot aromas, red berries and autolytic
notes. The palate is very full and creamy with
layers of fruit, very attractive complexity, structure and length, nutty and mature aftertaste.
A Champagne with a lot of Character and substance:

92 Points

<< Deep golden colour. Nose with intense aromas of ripe pears, brioche and
vanilla. Very traditional style with well
integrated oxidation. On the palate
creamy texture, fine bubbles and well
balanced character. Presumably coming
from greatest terroir.:

93 Points

HOMMAGE TO FRANÇOIS HÉMART
AŸ GRAND CRU
The power and elegance of the Hills of Aÿ, matured in oak casks
Celebration: Between the death of Henri IV and
the birth of Dom Pérignon, François Hémart
(1625 - 1705) firmly planted the roots of the family
in the district area of Aÿ.
Composition:

Eye:

70% Pinot Noir, 30% Chardonnay, harvested
exclusively on the hills of Aÿ. Fermented in
temperature-regulated vats and raised for six months
in small oak casks.
The deep, amber-tinted colour is a mark of its raising
process. The fine and generous bubbles form an
attractive and constantly renewed bubble trail.

Nose:

A very fine nose with the elegance and freshness of
honeysuckle, yellow fruit and green almonds with a
pleasant dash of mint.

Palate:

Great elegance, flavors of pear and dried apricot with a
finish of orange zest and chocolate. A subtle balance
between the smooth yeast and the floral, fresh notes
leading to the finish.
At 52F, its strong personality and power open up to a
wide choice of foods from sea bass with fennel to pork
tenderloin in honey or duck with citrus fruit. At 48F, it

Rating: 93 pts
The medium-bodied non-vintage Francois Hémart Grand Cru Aÿ (floral,
chalky, citrus oil and peach blossom scents and flavors abound), is one of
the finest non-vintage cuvees in the marketplace.”
- Wine Advocate: Robert Parker, Dec 2010

Esprit de Giraud Brut NV
A special pleasure for festive moments with friends,
a champagne for every occasion.
Composition:

70% Pinot Noir, 30% Chardonnay. Temperature regulated fermentation in stainless steel vats for one year without racking
over the full lees.

Eye:

A fine golden colour with the blonde highlights typical of Pinot
Noir wines that have reached maturity.

Nose:

Crisp touches of peach and pear, vanilla and spice against a
background of lemon preserve.

Palate:

The mineral notes and light tannins contribute to a long warm
finish with silky undertones and aromas of almonds.

Pairing:

Serve with rich starters, foie-gras, juicy white meats or hard
cheese. At 50F.

Rating: 92 pts ‘08

90 pts ‘09

“A delicate array of dried apricot, pear and hazelnuts. The wine comes
across as absolutely brilliant, showing lovely detail and complexity. One
of the best NV on the market!”

- Wine Advocate: Antonio Galloni, Dec 2009
Rating: 90 pts BEST BUY!
“Emphasising pinot noir, this has a golden hue with red highlights in its
flavour. The scents of raspberry and rose are carried on a firm structure,
the finish broadening with a leesy character over the red fruit. It’s clean
and smooth, ready for thinly sliced duck.”

- Wine & Spirits: Joshua Greene, Dec 2011

Esprit de Giraud Blanc de Blancs NV
A special pleasure for festive moments with friends,
a champagne for every occasion.
Composition:

100% Chardonnay fermented in a thermo-regulated vats
over whole lees.

Eye:

A fresh aspect, with a beautiful golden yellow colour,
touched by light green highlights. With fine bubbles and
foam resembles a crystalline crown.
Citrus fruit preserves, fresh hazelnuts and fine fragrances of
spring flowers – acacia, blood orange and honeysuckle.
Later revealing pineapple, lychee, roses and toasted
almonds., then the terroir emerges, bringing mineral hints of
limestone and iodine.

Nose:

Palate:

Pairing:

Initially very fresh, open and savory accompanied by an
uplifting and “crispy” effervescence. The finish is long,
distinct and mineral.
Best served at 48°F with dishes such as grilled fish, shellfish,
pastry-based dishes, dry cheeses (goat, parmesan)...

Rating: 92 pts
“This chardonnay Champagne has the crunch of apple skin and the rich
flavours of butternut, almond and lemon curd. It’s a broad style,
smoky, full and round, finishing on scents of orange zest. For grilled
seafood sausages.”

- Wine & Spirits: Joshua Greene, Dec 2011

Esprit de Giraud Rosé NV
A special pleasure for festive moments with friends,
a champagne for every occasion.
Composition: 70% Pinot Noir, 22% Chardonnay. Temperature regulated
wine-making in vats on the lees. 8% wood-raised red Aÿ wine.

Eye:

Nose:

A highly appetising strawberry colour, with orange highlights
giving substance to this beautiful fabric. The fine, lively bubbles release a handsome bubble trail with a pretty pink touch.
An intense, spirited nose with crushed wild strawberry dominating a background of spices and blackcurrant juice. This
opens to rich flower aromas then aniseed, oak and undergrowth, revealing the ageing and maturing process

Palate:

Initially crisp and quite fresh with a pleasant hint of acidity, the
finish, smooth and fluid.

Pairing:

Serve with salmon, veal & white meats: pork & chicken both
grilled and in sauces…

Rating: 92 pts
“Scents of oak and sweet spices augment cherry and strawberry notes
in this rich, opulent rosé. Though firmly structured, this is open and
accessible, with a creamy intensity and a crisp, lingering finish. A vinous
style for food. Drink now through 2013.”

- Wine Spectator: Bruce Sanderson, Dec 2010

Ratafia de Champagne
Ratafia; a 13th Century technique for preserving fruit juice by adding Fine de Champagne (local brandy) allowing the wonderful and unique juices of Champagne grapes
to be magnificently transcended.
In our Ratafia the richest fruit juices from the best cuvees and vintages are raised in
small oak barrels (Soléra process over 20 vintages), and assembled around a core of Aÿ
Grand Cru Pinot Noir.
Composition:
30% Chardonnay 70% Pinot Noir. Second pressing
musts cold settled, stabilised with liqueur (wine distillate)
then raised in small oak barrels through 20 years of the
Soléra ageing process.

Eye:
A warm, amber color reminiscent of very old Champagnes or sweet, dessert wines of more than thirty years
of age. Pretty, coppery hue, almost reddish in color.

Nose:
At first a powerful scent of candied cherry and warm
spice flavors with almond and maraschino. Then the expression gains in complexity and finesse: chocolate, candied orange peel and quince jelly with a touch of cinnamon and finally the classic note of great fortified wine.
After airing and gaining a few degrees, dried fruits
(apricot), poached pairs and even grape will manifest. It’s
as if it is rejuvenated as it warms up!
Best Served at between 50 and 60°F.

Palate:

Pairing:

Very supple and smooth, with a creamy texture. This
fullness is confirmed throughout the tasting process, and
then gradually the fine Champagne temperament of this
Ratafia refreshes the overall effect. This end of summer
sweetness gives us delicious aromas of dried apricots, cocoa and cherries. The finish is long (8 to 10 seconds) and
pure, with a handsome touch of acidity leaving the mouth
perfectly clean and fresh.

The superb creaminess of the texture combined
with complexity of the aromatics allows flamboyant pairing and harmony with foie-gras, cured
meats, smoked fish, game meat, all cheeses, particularly fat soft cheese and blue cheese. Of
course it will match perfectly with a full variety of
desserts, chocolate and after dinner petit fours...

The most sophisticated technology combined
with pure tradition:
This is the Magic of Henri Giraud Champagne.

Michel Atlas - Director of Operations USA
+1 (404) 984 8700
michel@champagne-giraud-usa.com

Champagne Henri Giraud
71, Bd Charles de Gaulle
51160 Aÿ - CHAMPAGNE
FRANCE
tel : +33 (0)3 26 55 18 55
contact@champagne-giraud.com
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